
Music Revision List 

 

YEAR 11 

 

GENERAL POINTS 

 

 you should be able to recognise any of the set works (all on your CD, and now all 

on the VLE) 

 be conscious of the different styles of music and how they differ between the 

various periods of history 

 look at how the orchestra expanded by comparing the studied works from the 

Baroque, Classical and 20th Century eras 

 make sure you know the (sur)names of all the composers and how to spell them; 

the dates of their births/deaths are not important for GCSE but you MUST know 

the period of musical history that they belonged to 

 ANY word of musical terminology that we have defined or discussed in class (e.g. 

cadence, imitation, homophony, polyphony, sequence), and be able to use it in 

its proper context 

 

 

WESTERN CLASSICAL MUSIC, 1600-1910  

 

 Händel: ‘Messiah’: ‘For Unto Us A Child Is Born’  

o characteristics of music from the Baroque period 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o the original (and true) definition of a musical chorus 

o imitation, homophony, polyphony, sequence 

o the size of the Baroque orchestra 

o the continuo 

o “word painting” 

o use of dynamics 

 

 Mozart: Horn Concerto No. 4 in Eb: Third Movement (Allegro) 

o characteristics of music from the Classical period 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o the Concerto during the Classical period (note how it differed from 

the Romantic Period) 

o Rondo Form 

o the size of the Classical orchestra 

o the characteristics of the French Horn during the period that Mozart 

would have been composing for it 

o modulation and transitions 

o the emphasis on pleasing structures 



o the melodic nature of the piece and its predictable harmonies 

 

 Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique: Fourth Movement (“March To The Scaffold” )   

o characteristics of music from the Romantic period 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o the use of short motifs to build up the main melodies 

o the size of the Romantic orchestra, and Berlioz’s orchestrations 

o programme music 

o flowing tonalities 

o chromaticism 

 

 

FILM MUSIC 

 

 Coates: ‘The Dambusters’ March’: Theme from the 1955 film  

o characteristics of film music from the post-war period 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o melody, harmony, orchestration, tonality, ostinato 

o characteristics of a military march 

o throwbacks to Elgar’s ‘Pomp And Circumstance’ marches 

o English music from some of Coates’ contemporaries (Britten, 

Vaughan Williams, Walton) 

 

 Williams: ‘Superman’: Main Theme  

o characteristics of film music from the 70s-90s 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o John Williams’ outstanding reputation as a composer of film scores 

o characteristics of the iconic main melody (rising fourth followed by 

rising fifth, etc.) 

o Williams’ use of harmony 

o creation of excitement for dramatic purposes (e.g. use of tonic pedal) 

o comparison with other scores and soundtracks by the same 

composer 

o use of video clips to visualise how the score directly impacts on, or 

has been dictated by, the action on-screen 

 

 Horner: ‘The Amazing Spiderman’: ‘Young Peter’  

o characteristics of music from the last 10-15 years 

o notation of all extracts quoted as examples in the CCEA pages 

o chord progression and sequences (Horner has some favourites…) 

o how Horner creates atmosphere and tension even within this one 

section 



o comparison with other scores and soundtracks by the same 

composer 

o use of video clips to visualise how the score directly impacts on, or 

has been dictated by, the action on-screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 11 Short Course Term Exam Revision List Summer 2019 

 

The Identity of Jesus - Jesus’ birth (Matt. 1: 18–25); 

- visitors from the East (Matt. 2: 1–16); 

- the ministry of John the Baptist (Matt. 3: 1–17); 

- the temptation of Jesus (Matt. 4: 1–11); 

- Peter’s declaration about Jesus (Matt. 16: 13–20); 

- the Transfiguration (Matt. 17: 1–13); and 

- Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem (Matt. 21: 1–11). 

Jesus the Miracle 

Worker 

- a leprosy sufferer (Matt. 8: 1–4); 

- a Roman officer’s servant (Matt. 8: 5–13); 

- a paralysed man (Matt. 9: 1–7); 

- an official’s daughter and a sick woman 

(Matt. 9: 18–26); and 

- a man with a paralysed hand (Matt. 12: 9–14); 

The Kingdom of God the Parable of the Sower of Seed (Matt. 13: 1–9, 18–23); 

- the Parable of Weeds (Matt. 13: 24–30, 36–43); 

- the Parable of the Lost Sheep (Matt. 18: 10–14); 

- the Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard 

(Matt. 20: 1–16); and 

- the Parable of the Wedding Feast (Matt. 22: 1–14); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Drama: Year 11 

  

  

  

 The practical component will take place during Monday 27th May(the rest of 

the school will be off for the bank holiday).  They students are completing the 

first 15% of their overall GCSE and this component will be their devised 

performance assessment which they are currently working on 

 This will include line learning, costume efforts and appropriate 

props/accessories to reflect their characters 

 The written element will incorporate a number of questions on the paper 

(including costume, historical & social context, form, style and a stage plan 

for a particular scene) which will reflect our recent in class teaching and 

learning focus. Students are advised to revise all written notes and questions 

completed to date.  Key academic register is essential. 

*It is recommended that all students re-read the script of ‘Blood Brothers’ to 

refresh their knowledge and understanding of the play* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 11 History Revision List-Unit 1 Section B: Local Study 

 

Option 1: Changing Relations: Northern Ireland and its Neighbours, 

1920–49 

 

Topic 1 The partitioning of Ireland 

□ Key terms of the Government of Ireland Act, 1920 

□ Reactions to the Government of Ireland Act in the north and south of Ireland 

□ The setting up of the Irish Free State under the Anglo-Irish Treaty; the Boundary 

Commission, 1924–25 

 

Topic 2 From Irish Free State to Éire 

□ de Valera and his role in the dismantling of the Anglo-Irish Treaty by 1937 

□ The reasons for and terms of the 1937 Constitution 

□ The impact of the 1937 Constitution on relations between Eire, Northern Ireland 

and Britain 

 

Topic 3 The Economic War 

□ The causes of the Economic War and its effects on Britain, 

Northern Ireland and the Irish Free State 

□ The end of the Economic War 

□ The terms of the Anglo-Irish Agreements of 1938 and their significance for 

relations between Britain, Northern Ireland and Eire 

 

Topic 4 Northern Ireland and World War II 

□ The reaction of Northern Ireland’s government to the outbreak of war 

□ Differing attitudes towards conscription 

□ The war effort in Northern Ireland 

□ Northern Ireland’s industrial, agricultural, military and strategic contributions to 

the war 

 

Topic 5 Éire's neutrality and its impact on relationships during the war 

 

□ The reasons for de Valera’s policy of neutrality 

□ Attitude of the people of Eire towards neutrality 

□ The response of Northern Ireland and Britain to Eire’s neutrality 

□ Benevolent neutrality in practice and attempts to persuade Eire to enter the war 

□ Reaction to Britain’s offer to end partition in Northern Ireland and Eire 

 

Topic 6 German attacks and their impact on Britain, Northern Ireland and Éire 

 

□ The events and significance of the Battle of Britain 



□ The Blitz on Northern Ireland: events and significance, including the exposure of 

poverty, poor housing and poor health 

□ The impact of the Luftwaffe raids on the lives of people in Northern Ireland 

□ Eire and the Blitz: The State of Emergency, banning of the Irish Republican Army 

(IRA) and the effects of World War II on the lives of the people in Eire 

 

Topic 7 Life in post-war Northern Ireland and Éire, 1945–49 

 

□ The reaction at Stormont to the election of a Labour government at Westminster 

□ The reasons for the establishment of the Welfare State in Britain and Northern 

Ireland 

□ The reasons for the differing attitudes in Northern Ireland to the introduction of 

the Welfare State 

□ The impact of the Welfare State in Northern Ireland: family allowances, 

unemployment benefit, national assistance, housing and the National Health Service 

□ The 1947 (Northern Ireland) Education Act and its social impact 

□ Social and economic developments in Eire after 1945 

 

Topic 8 Constitutional changes and effects on relationships 

 

□ Eire’s announcement of its intention to become a Republic 

□ Reaction among the people of Northern Ireland to Eire’s intention 

□ The significance of the Anti-Partition League and the ‘chapel gate election’ 

□ Declaration of the Republic of Ireland, 1949: effects on relationships between 

Britain, Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic 

□ The Ireland Act, 1949: reactions in Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic, the 

immediate effects on the relationship between the Republic of Ireland, Northern 

Ireland and Britain. 

 

Year 11 History Revision List-Unit 1  

 

Section A: Modern World Studies in Depth Option 1: Life in Nazi Germany, 1933–

45 

  

Topic 1 Hitler takes political control,1933–34 

□ The removal of opposition by Hitler and the significance of the following for the 

German people: 

- the Reichstag fire 

- the election, March 1933 

- the Enabling Act 

- Gleichschaltung 

- the threat from Rohm and the Sturm-Abteilung (SA) 

- the Night of the Long Knives 



- the death of von Hindenburg 

- Hitler becomes Fuhrer 

 

Topic 2 Control and opposition 

□ The creation of the Police State: 

- the roles of Himmler, the Schutzstaffel (SS), the Gestapo, the law courts and 

concentration camps 

- the impact of the Police State on the lives of the German People 

□ Propaganda and censorship: 

- the role of Goebbels in spreading Nazi ideas 

- the Ministry of Propaganda and the spreading of Nazi ideas 

- the impact of propaganda and censorship on the lives of the German people 

□ Opposition: 

- the extent of support for the Nazi regime 

- opposition from the churches, including the role of Pastor Niemӧller 

- opposition from young people, including Swing Youth and Edelweiss Pirates 

 

Topic 3 Life for workers in Nazi Germany 

□ Nazi attempts to reduce unemployment: 

- public works, conscription, rearmament, autarky, National Labour Service (RAD) 

- the impact of Nazi actions on the lives of workers 

- the effectiveness of Nazi actions by 1939 

□ Nazi attempts to change the lives of workers: 

- the German Labour Front (DAF), Strength Through Joy (KDF), Beauty of Labour 

(SdA), prices and wages 

- the impact of Nazi actions on the lives of workers 

- the effectiveness of Nazi actions by 1939 

 

Topic 4 Life for women and the family in Nazi Germany 

□ Nazi views of women and the family: 

- Aryan ideals 

- Kinder, Kϋche, Kirche 

□ Nazi actions and policies to change the lives of women and 

the family: 

- marriage, employment and appearance 

- family life 

- the impact of Nazi actions and policies on the lives of women and the family 

- the effectiveness of Nazi actions and policies by 1939 

 

Topic 5 Life for young people in Nazi Germany 

□ Nazi actions and policies to change the lives of young people: 

- education 

- youth movements 



- the impact of Nazi actions and policies on the lives of young people in Germany 

- the effectiveness of Nazi actions and policies by 1939 

 

Topic 6 Life for the Jewish community and minorities in Nazi Germany 

□ The persecution of minorities: 

- Nazi racial ideas and policies 

- the treatment of minorities: gypsies, homosexuals and those with disabilities 

□ Nazi persecution of the Jewish community: 

- the boycott of Jewish shops and businesses 

- the Nuremberg Laws 

- Kristallnacht 

- the impact of Nazi actions and policies on the lives of the Jewish community by 

1939 

- the effectiveness of Nazi actions and policies by 1939 

Topic 7 Germany at war  

□ Life in Germany during World War II: 

- the impact of the war on the German people 

- air raids and bombing 

- total war and rationing 

- labour shortages and the role of women in the workplace 

□ Escalation of racial persecution: 

- the Einsatzgruppen, ghettos and death camps 

- the Final Solution 

□ Growing opposition and resistance in Germany to Nazi rule 

during the war years: 

- youth groups 

- the churches 

- the army 

- the effectiveness of opposition and resistance up to 1945 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 11 HOME ECONOMICS SUMMER EXAM REVISION LIST 

 

 Unit 2: Food & nutrition for good health 

            Energy & nutrients  

 Unit 3: Macronutrients  

 Unit 4: Micronutrients  

 Unit 5 & 6: Fibre & Water 

 Unit 7: Nutritional and dietary needs through the lifecycle 

 Unit 8: Special Diets  

 Unit 9: Priority Health Issues 

 Unit 12: Food Safety 

 Unit 13: Resource Management   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GCSE Business Studies 

 

Unit 1 – Friday 24th May 2019 (9.15-10.45am) 

 

Creating a Business 

 

 Entrepreneurs – define, identify characteristics, outline why the government 

encourages enterprise 

 

 Business resources – land, labour, capital, enterprise 

 

 Business ownership – why a business start, sizes of businesses, sole trader, 

partnerships, Ltd, PLC, franchise 

 

 Public sector – define, compare and contrast with the private sector 

(ownership/aim/control/finance) 

 

 Social enterprise – economic, social, environmental 

 

 Business location – factors e.g. proximity to market, price of land, competition, 

governmental influence  

 

 Aims – survival, profit, growth, corporate image, concern for the environment, 

social responsibility (discuss conflicting aims) 

 

 Ethics -  environmental, working conditions, equality, social responsibility 

 

 Stakeholders – owners, directors, shareholders, lenders, pressure groups (explain 

how they differ) 



 

Marketing  

 

 Market Research – primary research, secondary research, sampling, market 

segmentation 

 

 Product – product lifecycle, extension strategies, consumer rights act, consumer 

protection act 

 

 Price – pricing policies, relationship between price and demand, factors affecting 

price 

 

 Promotion – advertising, sales promotion, sponsorship, public relations, use of 

social media, trades description act, ASA, OFCOM 

 

 Place – channel of distribution 

 Competition & Customer Service – strategies to manage competition, effects of 

competition on the marketing mix, analyse ways businesses provide customer 

service 

 

 International Business – advantages and disadvantages of international trade, the 

impact of international trade on the marketing mix (culture, legal and exchange 

rates), changes in promotion (language), transport methods and its effect on price, 

implications of the global market, the role of the European Union 

 

 E-business – define e-business, advantages and disadvantages of e-business to the 

business and the customer, e-business supporting international business 

 

 M-business – define m-business, describe uses of mobile technology, analyse the 

advantages and disadvantages of m-business for a business 

 

Business Operations 

 

 Types of production – primary, secondary, tertiary, changing trend, de-

industrialisation  

 



 Methods of manufacturing – job, batch, flow, process, specialisation, division of 

labour, inventory methods (minimum inventory level, batch control, first in first 

out, just in time), technology in production (redundancies, improved quality, 

increased productivity)  

 

 Quality assurance – define, quality standards (customer service excellence, 

ISO9001, EFQM, IIP), outline reasons why a business wants a quality standard 

(competitive advantages, corporate image, quality of product) 

 

 Health and Safety in manufacturing – implication of legislation, 

employer/employee rights and responsibilities), role of the HSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 11 Spanish revision list 

Summer exams 2019 

 

         Topic work and vocabulary areas:                          

 Health and food 

 Well-being and lifestyle 

 Smoking, alcohol and drugs 

 Physical description and personality 

 Family situations 

 Future plans (relationships, marriage, children) 

 Social issues (race, gender equality, poverty) 

 Free-time activities 

 Shopping and how you spend your money 

 Fashion and trends 

 Technology and social media  

 Holidays and travel 

 

Areas of grammar that will be tested: 

 

 Present tense verbs (ER/IR/AR) 

 Irregular present tense verbs – TENER, SER, IR 

 Possessive adjectives (my, your, his etc.) 

 Reflexive verbs 

 Future tense with IR  

 Preterite tense 

 Irregular preterites – IR, SER, ESTAR, HACER, TENER 

 Question words 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 11 Art Summer Revision List 

 

Bring an image/s of your choice relating to your chosen theme. You will complete 

this image/s on an A3 page using a medium/s of your choice. 

 

 

Year 11 MIA Summer Revision List 

 

Use all of your notes and CCEA fact files to revise the following: 

 

 Know the difference between diegetic and non-diegetic sounds. Be able to 

identify these in a film clip. 

 Know the job roles and responsibilities within the film industry. 

 Know the health and safety precautions to be taken on a film set. 

 Be able to identify types of lighting in film. 

 Be able to identify camera angles, shot types and camera movement in film 

clips. 

 Be able to analyse film language in an unseen film clip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PE: Yr 11 SUMMER EXAM REVISION QUESTIONS 

Refer to CEA GCSE PE microsite for full specification (GCSE PE17) 

COMPONENT 1: FACTORS UNDERPINNING HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE 

 

3.1.1  THE BODY AT WORK 

1. Skeletal system 

- Understand the 5 functions of the skeleton and how they affect participation in 

sport 

- Know the various parts and types of synovial joints and impact in sport 

- Understand different movements at joints when performing physical actions 

- Understand long term effects of exercise on skeletal system 

 

2. Muscular System 

- Know about the functions of the muscular system and how they affect physical 

performance. 

- How do muscles work to control actions during sport 

(agonist or antagonist, concentric and eccentric, isometric and isotonic) 

- Difference between fast twitch and slow twitch muscle fibres and how they work 

during sport 

- Understand short-term effects of exercise on muscles 

- Be aware of long-term effects of training on muscles 

 

3. Cardiovascular System 

- Understand how the functions of the cardiovascular system affect performance in 

sport. 

- Recognise the various parts of the cardiovascular system and understand their 

function during sport. 

- Understand ways that blood vessels function during activity in terms of blood 

pressure, oxygenated blood, deoxygenated blood and changes due to physical 

exercise. 

- Demonstrate how blood flows around body and the changes that occur after 

starting exercise 

- Understand heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output, the relationship between 

them and how each responds to exercise. 

- Understand short-term or immediate effects on cardiovascular system. 

- Understand long term effects of training on cardiovascular system. 

 

4. Respiratory System 

- Understand how functions of respiratory system affect performance in sport 

- Understand how parts of respiratory system affect performance in activity. 

- Understand the different respiratory processes eg inspiration, expiration nd 

diffusion. 

- Understand how vital capacity and minute ventilation affect performance in sport. 



- Understand short-term or immediate effects of exercise on respiratory system. 

- Know how training produces long-term effects on respiratory system. 

 

5. Digestive System 

- Understand the functions of the digestive system. 

- Understand the role of the various parts of the respiratory system. 

- Know about the immediate or short-term effects of exercise on the digestive 

system. 

 

 

 

6. Nervous Systems 

- Understand the three functions of the nervous system and how it affects skilled 

performance. 

- Know how the parts of the nervous system function during skilled performance. 

- Understand ways in which the nervous system processes information when 

learning or performing skills. 

 

3.1.2 Health and Lifestyle Decisions 

1. Health 

- Understand what constitutes health: physical, mental and social. 

 

2. Mental Health 

- Understand advice from Public Health Agency 

- List 5 positive benefits of maintaining mental well-being. 

- Understand 5 negative consequences of neglecting mental well-being. 

- List 5 negative coping skills that result from neglecting mental well-being. 

 

3. Social Health 

- Apply an understanding of advice on social well-being from PHA 

- Understand 3 benefits of maintaining social well-being. 

- Appreciate consequences of neglecting social well-being. 

- Interpret data on social health 

 

4. Physical Health/Exercise 

- Understand advice on physical activity from PHA. 

- Know 5 benefits of maintaining physical well-being 

- Understand consequences of leading a sedentary lifestyle. 

- Analyse data about physical well-being. 

- Understand difference between physical fitness for health and physical fitness for 

performane. 

- Know the components of fitness and select types and methods of exercise to 

develop health-related fitness. 



(eg aerobic energy production, muscular endurance, muscular strength, flexibility 

and body composition.) 

- Know the principles of training and apply principles to plan safe, effective exercise 

programmes, 

- FITT – Frequency, intensity, time and type of exercise 

 -SPORRT – Specificity, progression, overload, recovery, reversibility and tedium. 

- Analyse data about components of fitness and training methods. 

- Understand how to carry out various fitness tests to show valid results. 

- Evaluate data from fitness tests 

- Risk Assessments – purpose, PARQuestionnaire, minimising hazards. 

 

5. Physical Health: Nutrition 

- Know advice from PHA 

- Benefits of having a balanced, healthy, nutritional plan. 

- Know various consequences of unbalanced eating plan or erratic eating patterns 

and be able to examine data. 

- List the seven components of food 

- Know 7 factors which affect energy needs 

- Nutritional information and labelling. 

 

 

6. Physical Health: Sleep 

- Know advice from PHA 

- Analyse data about advice for sleep and benefits of quality sleep. 

- Understand the consequences of sleep deprivation 

- Interpret and evaluate data about sleep. 

 

7. Physical Health: Tobacco and Illegal Drugs 

- Know why people smoke and what help is available to help them stop 

- Be aware of effects and negative consequences of smoking on mind, body and 

health. 

- Present/interpret data about effects and consequences of smoking as well as 

benefits of stopping. 

 

8. Physical Health: Alcohol 

- Understand why some people become addicted to alcohol and what help is 

available 

- Laws about alcohol consumption 

- Understand how alcohol abuse can have a detrimental effect on body, mind and 

health (short and long-term effects) 

- Interpret and evaluate data about the effects/consequences of using alcohol 

 

9. Planning for Physical Health 



 

Demonstrate understanding of how the following factors, or combinations of factors, 

affect lifestyle decisions about sustaining involvement in physical activities and 

sports: 

 

- personal characteristics, for example individual differences, and the nature of 

physical activities, such as individual or team, competitive or non-competitive, or 

contact or non-contact; 

 

- motivation, arousal and success; 

 

- parents, siblings and peers; 

 

- disability; 

 

- mental health; 

 

- facilities, for example availability, location, access, public 

or private sector; 

 

- experiences in physical activities, for example at school, in a club or during 

coaching; 

 

- affluence; 

 

- work–leisure balance, for example at school or in a range of jobs and occupations; 

 

- cultural heritage; 

 

- alternative passive leisure activities, for example cinema, electronic games or 

television; 

 

- the media (including social media); 

 

- age; and 

 

- gender;  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science Revision List 

 

 Year 11 Triple & Double Award 

 

External GCSE modules - Refer to specifications at the   

    beginning of each booklet 

        

 

Year 11 Single Award 

 

Biology Unit 1 – Food & Diet 

   Cells 

   Ecological Relationships 

    

Chemistry Unit 2 – Acids, Bases and Salts 

    Elements, Compounds and Mixtures 

    Atomic Structure and Periodic Table 

    Bonding 

 

Physics Unit 3 -         Electrical Circuits 

                                 Household Electricity 

Energy Resources 

Electricity Generation 

Waves 

Sound & Hearing, Echoes & Ultrasound 

Electromagnetic Spectrum and Communication 

  

In addition to these topics there will also be questions for which you cannot revise 

e.g. 

Drawing & interpreting line graphs 

Bar charts 

Tables 

Also make sure you can spell and understand the meaning of the key words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                             English: Year 11 

 
Final Draft of Spoken Language CA 

 Thorough knowledge and understanding of Earl Spencer and Oprah 

Winfrey’s eulogies. 

 Context of each eulogy. 

 Be able to recognise and explain effects of language techniques in each. 

 Compare and contrast in paragraphs; use appropriate words to highlight 

similarities and differences. 

 Use of PEE chains point/evidence/explanation; connecting phrases in 

paragraph.  

 Suitable introduction and conclusion. 

 
 


